learn. do. share.

LEARN DO SHARE is a documentation,
reflection and learning resource about
narrative experiments and social innovation
efforts ventured at diy days. We’re exploring
participatory systems, collaborative spaces,
share culture, and self-propelled creativity.
Written and designed by volunteers, the
aim is to spread storytelling, empathy and
collaboration as a way to “learn, do and
share,” and to have a positive effect on
creative communities within an open design
environment both locally and globally.
diy days is a social innovation hub and
a vehicle for creative sustainability. It is
an internationally roving event for those
who create, free to participants and run
by volunteers in the spirit of collaborative
culture. Reboot Stories LLC designs
these gatherings around sharing ideas
and resources that help creators to fund,
create, distribute and sustain their work.
Its experimental elements are attempts to
explore the future of co-creation embedded
in talks, networking and collaborative
activities that are meant to spark the
imagination of many. Within our international
partnerships, diy days Ghent was run by
MEDIA Desk Belgium and idrops.
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DeSign at Work

What’s Purposeful Storytelling?
by ele jansen
I’m a media anthropologist, doing
ethnography – not in Papua New
Guinea or the Solomon Island –
but among digital tribes. Ethnography means to immerse oneself
into a community, learning by doing what they do, understanding
Where's the connection?
ethnography is purposeful storytelling. anthropologists look at relationships and dynamics. by stepping in someone else’s shoes, they
feel what it feels like for the other,
so they can tell stories about it, so
others can learn how things are
done elsewhere. reboot stories
does something similar. we design open stories for people to step

in and learn by doing. designing
stories as immersive experiences
makes people live them, thereby
addressing the participants’ empathy for a given issue. the principle
is that we only fully understand the
things we experience ourselves.
Two examples.
robot Heart stories delivered a
loosely structured story around a
robot who crash-lands in Montreal. 5th graders ‘found’ the robot,
named her laika, and enriched the
story by explaining to laika how the
world works. while doing so, they
improved their math, geography
and digital literacy. they created
and experienced a purposeful story. Here, making the story experiential was a catalyst for its purpose.
the story’s theme helped to focus
its function.

Purpose lies in the design and
another example are the experiments we run at diy days. the storysprint, for example, conveys what
it means to collaborate by simulating a transmedia production. and
in New york City (27 april 2013), we
will put participants into the role of
a foster kid to make participants
understand on an emotional level
what it is like to be a foster child.
this kind of purposeful storytelling goes beyond the mere cognition of ethnograhic storytelling, in
turn, purposeful storytelling makes
use of ethnographic elements to increase empathy and activity.
Stories carry messages. Let’s
use them to help each other and
grow together.
@elejansen, smile@elejansen.com

walkthrough

diy days

by ruben denys
Following the big boys New York,
Los Angeles and San Francisco,
the internationally renowned diy
days came to Europe (Ghent!) for

‘Storyboard Jackets’,

diy days was an open and free
for participants, diy days Ghent
was about the accessibility of
ideas, resources and networking
that can enable creators to fund,
create, distribute and sustain their
projects.

This is an
amazing
time to be a
storyteller.

days

diy days,

many”

“igniting the imaginations of

diy

learn. do. share.
CliCk image to play video, it will open in
a browser window.

CliCk image to play video, it will open in
a browser window.

art of play.”

Break people
into groups
to have

“connect with their audience

perspectives
and set time
constraints,
this
improves
creativity.

“the

every time you dance, you
make it your own.

‘Wish for the future’.

“shaping the digital
future of the African continent.”
“It’s time for
some new cliches about Africa: no
more cliches of an African man in
traditional garments, but an African
man in traditional garments with a
mobile phone in his hands.”
Open Design: Who Am I?
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Storytelling workshop
Norrington

Alison

Ele Jansen

Arin Crumley

The Art of Social Play

StorySprint: co-creating a transmedia
storyworld

Peter De Maegd

CliCk image to play video, it will open in
a browser window.
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diy days

diy days
social mixer

Technical aspects workshop
Brian Chirls,

So crowdfunding is not
only funding, it is also a marketing experience.”

Don’t hang around with people like
you. When you put a priest and a
perspectives.

diy days Ghent was organised by MEDIA Desk
MEDIA Desk Nederland, iDrops, KASK School of
Arts Ghent, Stad Gent, MEDIA Desk Denmark,
STAM-Stadsmuseum Gent, Rambla, and Reboot
Stories.

@rubendenys, ruben@brandberries.be
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StorySprint: To Design A Purposeful Story By Many
by ele jansen
Researching
Reboot
Stories’
experiments with open design and
story I came to think of it as Purposeful
Storytelling. Stories have long been
used for the purpose to inform, sell or
persuade, but we’re onto something
that involves story to ignite action
and THEN do all of the above. I mean
using storytelling to solve problems,
to create a fun experiential learning
environment and use it as a tool to
convey a complex solution.
lance weiler, jorgen van der sloot and
I played a bit with designs of open
prototyping workshops. our 60-minute
Open Design Challenge (ODC) is a little
the process with each session. but every
time we use storytelling, game mechanics
and collaboration to design a solution
around a wish for the Future.

tHe odC Has tHree PurPoses:

1.

participants experience what
agility and collaboration means in
today’s global culture industry

2.

we r&d a system to solve
problems by using collaboration, game
mechanics and story

3.

as way to transfer knowledge, create
empathy for content and call to action
we developed two versions, one to
ideate solutions to complex problems
and the other one to co-design a
transmedia storyworld. the latter
is called storysprint, and here’s a
rundown of how we did it at diy days
Ghent.
start absurd. First, the entire group
had 4 minutes to generate 100 wishes
around the premise to make the world
work for 100% of humanity. yep.
we broke the group down into eight
categories (urbanization, economy,
education, humanity, culture, health,
sustainability, government) to have
each group focus on one area. a couple
of minute later, we read out the wishes
and decided the best wish collectively
by cheering. then - in the same manner
- we turned the wish into a design

question and a theme for our story.

Attempting the impossible
widens the mind. Lateral
thinking happens when
you can’t possibly imagine
an immediate answer to a
question.
then we broke out into three groups:
one would build a prototype that
helps solving the design question; the
storytellers craft a hero’s journey; the
third group were the story architects.
their task was to communicate
between the groups and to converge
the outcomes on a storyboard. we gave
every group a simple template that

explained the basics of storytelling, design thinking
and scribing.

agency and accountability.
53 minutes left. Imagine everything happening
at the same time: some story architects started
planning their storyboard while others chose a target
audience aka stakeholders, which we communicated
the story architects received the main characters
from the storytelling group, which they passed on to
Generally, nobody was allowed to talk without
creating something with their hands at the same
time. we provided play-doh, pens, butcher paper,
paddlepops and other props. we like doing that
because tactile activity enhances creativity by igniting
both sides of the brain.

Mayhem and confusion. The ODC
unknown to simulate how reality,
too, only unfolds gradually. Chaordic
time pressure requires us to adapt to
the idea was that prototyping and storytelling group
couldn’t communicate directly, only through the story
architects. this way we simulated how information

a collaboration between various teams
in a company or creative collective.
to communicate between groups,
we had storytellers and prototypers
pitching to the story architects. this
was combined with a narrative game,
in which the answer could only be ‘yes,
no or maybe’. this had the purpose
that content had to be anticipated
and interpreted: empathy in practice.
we made sure that information didn’t
real life situations. at certain points we
appointed narrators to help clarifying
crucial aspects, in case the scribes
would get stuck.
everyone has to listen closely to the
sparse information they get and
through anticipation of the other
groups’ objectives they would learn
to interpret and integrate information
in an agile way that leaves room for
optimization and spontaneous change.
the 2nd pitch later on would allow the
story architects to ask questions but
no answers were allowed. this had the
was still too complex for an audience to
grasp. after ten more minutes the story
architects got another brief to tweak
and bend story and prototype into one
coherent storyboard.
the prototype is embedded as the
structural bed of the story. It supports
the narrative arc that marries content
and platforms.
Final pitches: the storytellers and
prototypers explained their approaches
while the story architects listened and
converged both pitches with annotated

drawings on the wall. then we had
the story architects tell how they saw
the story play out using what they had
gotten from the other groups. they
pitched using their storyboard, which
was a scripted wall, like an rsanimate.
the outcome was so creative and
intriguing that 16 participants signed
up to bring the project to life.

intelligence by ascribing
each group one of the three
fundamental human brain
functions (cf. Peter Kruse):
connect deep knowledge
(storytellers)
(prototypers)
by building new unexpected
synapses (scribes).
the session was developed by ele jansen
(www.learndoshare.net, sydney), lance
weiler (www.rebootstories.com, New
york) and jorgen van der sloot (www.
freedomlab.org, amsterdam). we’re
a solid rapid prototyping model for
experience design but also for kids as
a playful approach to collaborate and
to learn creative problem solving skills
in conjunction with story. results will
be used on two levels: lessons learned
about process feed into ele’s Phd
research and into our design for lance’s
story design lab at Columbia university.
they will also be published on www.
learndoshare.net. the prototypes that
are generated throughout each open
design Challenge will be featured www.
wishforthefuture.com for others to pick
up on it and develop it further (launch
end of october 2012).

Click the whale to play the audio poem,
it will open in a new browser window.

DANCE!
for me than playing a
game.
By jasmine idun lyman

Jasmine: What would solo dance be then?

a sexual rite kind of, and now it is also a form
of entertainment, in clubs etc.

Playmatics founder Nick Fortugno, held a
keynote on Play As Creation. Surprisingly
his focus was on dance. Jasmine
the relationship between dance and play.

Yes, it has been a form of storytelling through

What about ritual aspects, and why do humans
need this expression?

a partner dance is a system
And it releases hormones, endorphins, like
when people sing, the way our brain perceives
People don’t just dance. They need a
sacred space to do it in.

I’m interpreting the
music through a
physical act.
Yes, and the act itself increases creativity.

a kind of cultural writing

Do you use dance as inspiration in your work
with game design?

I like the momentary feeling of dance, it can be
very liberating.

Do you know any examples of dance games?
and improvisation?

Call to action - put
on your favourite
song and rock
your socks off!

(click the eye to play the spoken word,
it will open in a new browser window)

Lance Weiler
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Get in touch:
@nickfortugno, nick@playmatics.com

Art, play and
networking
with a view

For more information:
conradwillems@wambach.be or
conradwillems.tumblr.com

Ext: Night – Suburban Cul-De-Sac – In
the not-so-distant future.

Google started a rollout

Glass

Google Fiber

Google

not fall prey

Storytellers need

Read”

window of opportunity

if artists do
not take
further action,
it is entirely
possible that
story could
become simply
a utility used to
fuel discovery,
personalization
and social
connections
between
consumers and
brands.
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by karin vli

Urszula Gleisner

crazy things

really

feed my brain

research on ways to combine science and storytelling.

Alex Herrmann

with other storytellers

tion.

the only limit now is your own imagina-

network

Geraldine De Bastion

people

use the power of the crowd

SUSTAINABILITY

When you are thinking of raising
project (transmedia, crossmedia or
it), there are a number of things
you should consider. Just as you will
explore new ways of storytelling, your

in-kind supporters

sources. You won’t use all these on
one project but you might want to
look into the following:
by michael geidel

Please be kind, in-kind.
an idea
Find partners who bring contextual
value to the project

The investor asking for awareness
in return

a big brand

The investor seeking a return of
their money

Ask your audience for donations

The investor with a mission

Crowdfunding

philanthropist

Angry Bird-case.

The broadcasters and soft money

by @elejansen
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Come design with us...

Wish for the Future

